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Pete Savage:   Hi, everyone. It’s Pete Savage with International Freelancers Academy 

and thanks for joining us for today’s training episode. Today, we’re going to talk about 

how to get paid faster. I’m sure it’s a subject that you’d like to know as much as possible 

about and that’s because most freelancers have at least one horror story related to getting 

paid. And many freelancers, in fact, experience cash flow problems as they wait for 

clients to pay their invoices. Perhaps you’ve experienced this in the past. 

 

Now sometimes you all encounter clients who just take too long to pay no matter what 

you do. And those are, of course, clients who you want to eventually move away from. 

But the fact is, very often it’s the freelancer or the independent consultant who sets him 

or herself up for all of these payment delay problems simply by making some common 

mistakes before the project even begins. 

 

And here are some common mistakes that cause payment delay: being unclear on your 

payment terms, invoicing too late, and not asking for a deposit. Now I realized I was 

making these mistakes years ago, and I found a way to correct these mistakes. And it 

ended up helping me get paid sometimes thirty days faster than I was used to. 

 

Now let me ask you. How would your cash flow change, if you were able to consistently 

have checks from clients coming in thirty days or even fifteen days earlier than you’re 

currently experiencing? So let’s take a closer look at this. How do you get paid faster?  
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Well the quick answer is to get your invoice into your clients’ payable stream faster. 

That’s how it’s done and that’s the simple answer. Several years ago, I found out a 

technique on exactly how to make this happen. And so I’m going to show you exactly 

how I do it in this short video. But first, let’s just look quickly at the playing field here so 

you can get a visual understanding of the goal. 

 

So there you are on the left and your client, your specific contact within your client’s 

company, the person you’re dealing with is standing beside you there on the right. Now, 

of course, your contact works in an organization with perhaps a few or perhaps a lot of 

other people. We’re interested in this example in just one other area within their 

organization called payables. 

 

Now each of your clients will set up their payables area in their own way. In a small 

company, payables might be administered by one person. In larger organizations, there 

might be several payables employees working within a larger finance department. For our 

illustration here, it doesn’t matter. I just want to illustrate that, in most cases, the person 

who is paying your invoice is someone other than your contact. 

 

So I want to show you how to get the payables function of an organization to pay you 

faster. So to illustrate what happens, very simply when you send an invoice, your contact 

takes it and approves it at some point and sends it off to someone in payables. And by 
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doing this, they’re essentially saying to the payables person or the payables department, 

“Go ahead and put this in a pile of invoices to be paid because I approve it.” 

 

And I’m being purposefully very rudimentary here, but I want to show you something 

really important next. You see that thick green line there? That line represents a wall 

between your contact and the payables function. And it’s a wall because in many cases, 

the payables function of an organization has no insight into the status of particular 

projects that you and your contact have arranged and are working on together. 

 

Generally speaking, it’s the not the payable person’s role to know or to care that your 

project is 30% done or halfway done or all done. Those details just aren’t part of their 

job. Their job is to take approved invoices and coordinate payments. But they cannot and 

they will not cut you a check until they’ve been told that your invoice is approved for 

payment. 

 

So your goal is to get your invoices across that wall and into the payable stream faster. 

The payable’s area in a company really is an end zone. You really should think of it that 

way because that is the key to getting paid faster. So realize that you need your contact to 

carry your invoice into the end zone. And just like in a football game, you want to get 

into that end zone early in the game and not late in the fourth quarter, so to speak. 
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Just quickly, here are some mistakes that caused payment delay before we get into the 

technique. Remember, being unclear about payment terms, invoicing too late, and not 

asking for a deposits. So it stands then that this technique is going to help you to be clear 

about payment terms, to invoice earlier, and to ask for a deposit up front and without 

looking too aggressive or to pushy in the process. 

 

So here’s how I do it. Before a project begins, I give clients a choice. As part of their sign 

off on the project, I ask them to indicate how they wish to be invoiced. And here’s how I 

present that word for word. I state, “For your convenience, two methods of invoicing are 

available. Please choose your preferred option.” Then I let them select option A and 

option B. And we’ll go through and I’ll explain what I present as option A and option B 

next. 

 

So here’s option A and you can pause or come back to this video if you’d like to take a 

closer look at this wording. But let me just read through it now. Option A is invoice as in 

two installments. Fifty percent of the total project fee is invoiced now; the remaining 

balance is invoiced upon project completion or 30 days from project start date, whichever 

comes first, and is payable net 15 days. Work for this project begins following my receipt 

of this initial deposit check. Again, you can go through that on your own and make sure 

you understand each part of that.  
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But here’s Option B. Option B is invoice as once. One hundred percent of the total 

project fee is invoiced now, payable 30 days. 

 

Now with two invoicing options, you’re really giving your clients a choice in the matter, 

which is a great relationship builder. But notice how both options are great for your cash 

flow especially when clients select Option B, which sometimes results in you getting a 

check for your entire free before the project is even finished. It’s a true win-win scenario 

by presenting these two options. 

 

So when you present these two options, here’s what will usually happen. If the client 

selects Option A, you’ll get paid fifty percent of the project before you start and you get 

to invoice again in 30 days. If the client selects Option B, you get to invoice one hundred 

percent of the project now, and in 30 days you’ll be paid one hundred percent of the 

project fees. 

 

Or sometimes the client will come back with some other agreeable option. They might 

come back to you and say, “Look, I can’t turn a deposit check around this quickly, but 

what if I had a deposit check to you by this date?” Or they might say, “I can’t get 

approval for fifty percent deposit because it’s outside of my budget zone. But I can sign 

off on a thirty percent deposit. Would that be okay with you?” 
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And so then it’s up to you to determine whether or not what they come back to you with 

is agreeable to you. But the point is you’re giving the client the option of A or B first and 

most times they’ll accept one of those options. 

 

Here’s some really interesting notes that I can share with you based on years of 

experience in using this technique. It works often. It works more often than you might 

expect. In my experience—and this fluctuates, but—roughly seventy to eighty percent of 

the time a client will select Option A or B. Clients are often totally fine with this 

scenario. But they often don’t want extra work. So they’re okay in sending an invoice off 

to payables earlier than perhaps they would have necessarily done if you just simply ask 

them to do that. But they don’t want extra work. 

 

So what they don’t want to do is to be in a situation where they’re going to have to really 

negotiate internally or really speak with someone and go to some extra effort in order to 

get that invoicing paid. So listen to the feedback they’re giving you if they’re telling you 

that this might not work in their organization. 

 

In my experience, often they’ll pick Option B and I think one of the reasons for that is 

because it’s just quicker and easier. It cuts the production-of-checks process and reduces 

the number of invoices that have to be managed. It takes it down from two to one. Again, 

the great thing about option B is within 30 days you’ll get paid the entire fee. And in my 
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experience, this works in companies large and small. So always present it and always ask 

for it. 

 

I need to mention: don’t interpret this as legally binding contract language. I’m of course 

not a lawyer. So I’m not qualified to offer legal advice. If you do need legal advice on 

setting up a contract, it would be wise to speak to a lawyer. 

 

I want to recap here the goal. The video here is about showing you how I discovered the 

way to get into that end zone faster and by that I mean getting into my clients’ payables 

process more quickly. So my invoice can work its way through the payable stream at the 

beginning of a project rather than at the end. And that of course means you get paid faster 

each time you’re able to do that. 

 

So here’s a quick assignment based on this week’s video. Review how you’re currently 

invoicing and ask yourself these questions. Are you being unclear on your payment 

terms? Are you invoicing simply too late in a project? Are you waiting for a project to 

wrap up or are you waiting for a project to hit its midpoint before you’re sending the 

initial invoice? Are you not even asking for deposit at the beginning? 

 

And if you’re making any of those mistakes, consider redesigning your invoicing 

procedures using the option A and option B technique that I’ve outlined here. Again you 
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can go back and play those sections of the video so you can read the language, 

understand what Option A and B are, and include that wording or similar wording in your 

own agreements. 

 

Thanks for watching this week’s training video. This is Pete Savage from International 

Freelancers Academy wishing you a great day. 

 

[END OF TRANSCRIPT] 

 


